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THS SIJXXROUAGNSTICPULSE FROM AN UNDERGROUNDNUCLRAR EXPLOSION

.

.

by

Leston W. Miller

Assl!RAcT

It is argued that because of earth’s high electricalconductivity,
the electric current density produced by an undergroundnuclear =plosion
becomes approximatelysolenoidal,i.e., free of electric charges, in a
negligibly short time. Therefore, the signal radiated from a simple ex-
ample of a solenoidalcurrent distribution, a point magnetic dipole with
delta function time dependence,located underground, h calculated. The
underground signal consists of a magnetic field associatedwith a much
weaker electric field, both of which propagate through the conducting
earth in a way that resembles diffusion. The aignsl ia reflected or
transmittedat the surface of the ground in a way that dependa upon the
orientation of the source diuole. It is shown that for a horizontal di-
pole, a measurable signal co~ld be transmittedto remote points above
ground.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are two processes that one should expect

to drasticallyreduce the amplitude of the electro-

magnetic pulse (EMP) produced above the surface of

the ground by an undergroundnuclear =plosion.

One of these processes is absorption due to the

earth’s electricalconductivity;the other is re-

flection at the surface of the ground due to the

abrupt change in conductivityand dielectric con-

stant there. This report deals with the propagation

of a signal from an underground source through the

underground region and through the ground surface

to remote points in the atmosphere and is thus con-

cerned mainly with these two processes. Mechanisms

whereby an undergroundnuclear explosion could pro-

duce an SMP source are not discussed.

It is shown that the nature of the radiated

signal is al.moatcompletelydetermined by the elec-

trical properties of the earth, rather than by the

source, if the source duration is a few micro-

seconds or less. The reason for this is that the

signal’s high-frequencycomponentsare much more

strongly absorbed than its low-frequencycomponents.
r

The signal propagates through the earth by a process

more similar to diffusion than to radiation. There-

fore, the signal’s source is assumed to have a delta

function time dependence. The results obtained would

be the same if the source were a pulse in the micro-

second range.

Furth&more, the source is aasumed to be com-

pletely immersed in a conductingmedium; there are

no insulators separatinga current distribution from

the surrounding earth. The medium’s conductivity is

assumed to be so high that any charge distributions

decay in a time that is very short compared to any

the of interest in this problem. Therefore, the

underground current density is taken to have zero

divergence, consistentwith the aaaumption of zero

charge density. Thus, it is assumed that the under-

ground nuclear explosion produces locally a current

distribution that lasts much longer than an under-

ground charge distributiondoes, but a much shorter

time than that characteristicof an electromagnetic

pulse thathas propagated through a few hundred

meters of earth.

Because the ground’s conductivity tends to

eliminate the high frequencies, the wavelengtha‘in

the radiated signal are much longer than the source
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dimensions. Therefore, the source is teken to be a

delta function of position, ae well as of time. The

earth is treated aa a uniform, isotropic,conducting

medium; at the~eerth’ssurface the conductivityia

assumed to go discontinuouslyfrom ita uniform under-

ground value to zero above ground. This approxima-

tion is justified becauae the wavelengtha in the

radiated signal are extremely long compared to the

distance over which the conductivityvaries 8tgnifi-

cantly. Note that with this approximationthe sig-

nal calculatedat the ground surface just above the

source is probably only qualitativelycorrect. The

reaeon ie that, ae ia shown below, part of the sig-

nal ia reflected at the surface where the conduc-

tivity changes from its undergroundvalue to its

above ground value of zero. In actual earth this

surface is effectivelysomewhat below ground; the

earth’s electricalpropertiesvary rapidly but not

discontinuouslynear the ground surface. Therefore,

to calculate the signal accuratelywithin this tran-

sition region, one mat probably consider the vari-

ation of conductivitywith depth. Since this is

not known very well, the calculationof the signal

in the region near the eource was done without con-

sidering surface effects, i.e., the sarth wae taken

to be of infinite extent. Consequently,the results

of thie part of the calculationcan only be regarded

as a qualitativerepresentationof possible =peri-

mental results.

However, in calculatingthe signal that propa-

gates through the surface to remote points in the

atmosphere, both undergroundabsorption and reflec-

tion effects can be treatedmeaningfullyby assuming

uniform underground conductivity. This calculation

shows that if the energy in the electromagnetic

field at a time when it has propagatedunderground

30 m from its source is equivalent to 10
-6

kt of TNT,

the EMP should be observable above ground a few

kilometers from ground zero for a shot at a depth

of 300 m. The signal from a source with delta func-

tion time dependencewould consist of a pulse in the

0.1 msec range followed by a slow tail of much emall-

er amplitude. Far from ground zero, the EMP would

be a vertically polarized-pulsepropagating in the

earth-ionospherewavegulde.

II. TEE UNDERGROUNDFIELD

I Maxwell’e equations in a medium of conductivity

u and dielectric constant E are

~x;+~;=o
c , V*3= o,

+
Vxii -:+(01+3.), v-ii= 41rp.

The source current density is to; since it is as-

sumed to be eolenoidal, i.e., V*JO - 0, it can be

~pressed as the curl of a vector. Thus,

30 - Cvxfi(;, t),

and if the magnetic field I is written ae

ii = ii+ 41ii(;,t),

Maxwellre equationsbecome

vx;+~:= +
-$%c

Vxii-:;+!%=o.

The introductionof the vector M

that the medium ia magnetic. It

matically convenientway of

current. ~ ie taken to be

i.e., the source is asaumed

(1)

(2)

does not imply

is merely a mathe-

~PressinS the source

to be a point magnetic

dipole of moment %&(t) at the origin of the coordi-

nate system. The field%is identical to~ outside

the source region.

Equations (1) and (2) are most conveniently

solved by Introducinga Hertz vector I, in terme of

which

where the Cartesian component of fisatisfy

- v*ib@+@ = 411?i(:,t).

(3)

(4)

(5)

.

.
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At this point it is useful to introducea

quantity

which haa

tivity is

the unfta of length.
-2taken to be u = 10

7 -1units, u = 9 x 10 sec ,Soq

The ground conduc-

mho/m or, in Gaussian

= 30 cm. With this

substitutionfor u and the above expressionsubsti-

tuted for ~(~,t), the equation for i is

-v2fi+ **+*+=4&6(l) a(t) . (6)

From the spherically symmetricalnature of the

source, it is clear that for each component of the

vector fithere is a particular solution that ia

sphericallysymmetrical. Thus, a particular solu-

tion for ifis

(7)

where

r2=*+#$ . (8)

It is easily verified that this ia a solution by

substitutingit in Eq. (6) and noting that

ei.rr
(+ - r2)— = 41r&(:) sr

and

(9)

(lo)

For Eq. (7) to represent a solution that prop-

agates outward from the source and is attenuatedaa

it goes, the real part of r must have the same sign

as u and the imaginarypart must be positive for

either sign of U. From its definition it is clear

that there is a square root of r2 that satiafies

these requirementsfor either sign of u; hereafter

r will be taken to mean that square root. With r

so defined, it is clear that if r ia replaced by -r

in Eq. (7) the result is again a solution forfi,

but it does not represent an outward-propagating

aignsl and thereforemust be rejected. Ifu=Oor

q = ~, the solution given by Eq. (7) becomes

(m/r) 6(t - firfc), as can beseen by comparing

Eq. (10). This representsa thin shell propagating

outward atvelocity cl~and decreasing inampli-

tude as I/r.

For the present problem, the te~ iw/qc in r2

ia dominant. This can be seen most clearly ff r is

written as llq times a function of */c. Thus,

effr
‘ =P [i(r/q)/iuq/c+E(uq/c)2] . (11)

Clearly, if r >> q then e
irr

la very small unless

fq << 1, and this implies that the term in r that is

proportionalto c is negligible. Thus, the frequen-

cies that make the main contribution to 1111in Eq. (7)

for r >> q are those for which displacement currents,

which are proportional to E, are negligible c~pared

to conduction currents,which are proportional to

llq. Therefore, in the underground region for r

many times greater than q,

To evaluate this integral, it is

distort the integrationpath into the

(12)

desirable to

complex w

plane. In so doing, care must be exercised to see

that the signa of the real and imaginary parta of

= r~ain the prOper Ones discussed abOve.

This can be done by setting

7 al!!

i

ill) ‘2
—=ue,
qc

or

iq
iu - qcuz e ,

where + is an angle between O and 2T, and u is real

and positive. For real, poeitive w the value of ~

is q+ - 1112,and for real, negative u the value of

~ ia +- = 3r/2. For an arbitrary point in the com-

plex u plane, @ ia the angle’meaauredcounterclock-

wise between the negative imaginary axis and a

straight line from the origin to the point in ques-

tion. Because of the branch point at u - 0 in the

fntegrandof Eq. (12), a branch cut ia taken from

the origin along the negative imaginary axis to -i-.

The Integrationpath can now be distorted by

choosing different values of Q+ and ~- between O

and 27T,and the signs of the real and imaginary

parts of G will rmain those that correspond
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to a solution that propagateaoutward from the

source.

For positive valuea of t, the integrationpath

in Eq. (12) can be closed in the negative imaginary

half-plane of w, except for a circuit around the

branch cut. Only the branch-cut part contributes;

consequently the integrationpath can be distorted

to that shown in Fig. 1. The path runs from -iCOto

zero along the left-hand side of the branch cut and

then back to -i- alons the rtiht-hand side. On the
‘ir -= eiurleft aide + - 27T,ao e , while on

the right aide ~ = O, ao e* ~s. e+iur. Thue,

if the integrationvariable in Eq. (12) is changed

to u, i.e., du - - 2iqcudu, then that equation be-

comes

if, (J‘~(-2iqc) “udu e-qcti2 e-iur
m

, J
w

+ udu e-qctuze+iur
0 )

J
.* ;due“qctu=+ ‘Ur “

m
-co

If the square of the =ponent is completed, the re-

sult is

-—
fio.+e 4::t~mudue-qct(u-ir/2qct)2

a.-z
I.

-—

/

.&e %c~“h(x+ ir
‘m

_, e-qctxz
Zqct

.2 -

-3/2
- 411qm+(41rqct) e-r2/4qct

s (33)

where x is eubatituted for u - ir/2qct, and it is

noted that in the resulting integral only the part

of the integrand that is even in x contributes.

Note that fioas a function of r is a Gausaian

function whose width increaaeawith ~ This is

characteristicof the solutions of probleme of heat

conduction or diffusion where the source is a delta

function of position and time as discussed by

Sommerfeld.
1

Equation (6) with E set equal to zero

is a diffusion equation. It is well known that the

magnetic field in a conductingmedium at rest be-

haves in a way that can be described aa diffusion.

(For example, see Cowling.2) Thus, it is not sur-

prising that the radiative solution that is obtain-

ed in the case of zero conductivityia so drasti-

cally altered If the medium ie conducting.

4

Fig. 1. Integrationpath used in evaluating the
integral of Eq. (12) for positive values
of t.

For negative values of the time t, the integral

in Eq. (12) must be evaluated by closing the contour

in the positive imaginary half-plane of w; because

the integrandcontains no poles or branch cuts in

this region, the reeult of the integration ia zero.

Thus, at r - 0 the vector $0 jumps discontinuously

from zero for negative times to an infinite value

at t = O; for r > 0 fioia always finite and con-

tinuous as a function of time and position. The in-

tegral of to over all space is 4mqcX for any t

greater than zero. From this it is eeen that fio

atarts as a delta function of position at t = O,

then decreases in amplitude and spreads out over

all epace as t increases. It always retaina the

characterof a delta function in the senee that its

integral over epace is constant.

The electric and magnetic fields can now be

calculatedusing Eqs. (3) and (4). For thie purpose,

it will be aasumed that ~ is directed in the +Z

direction in a Cartea%an-coordinatesystem. For

the time being, the actual direction in space will

not be epecified, i.e., the +Z direction is not nec-

essarily upward. The Cartesian components of the

electric and magnetic fielde are easily calculated

from the above equations. If these components are

#
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combined to express the fields in spherical coordi-

nates with m slong the polar axis, the nonvanishing

componentsare:

-r2i4qct
H= 16mqc e

~ (4qct)5/2cose ,

From these

scteristic time

t=

1

1

r2
~) ::--;: sine

2 r’ re-r2/4qct——
)5 (4qct) (4qct)7/2

aquations,it ia seen

(14)

9 (15)

sine . (16)

that the char-

>f the field variation is

z r2/4qc . (17)

For r = 300 m and q = 30 cm, tr = 0.25 x 10
-3

sec.

Thus, a nuclear explosion at 300 m underground

should produce a VLF signal at the surface of the

ground. The signal’s time dependence is determined

by the ground’s electrical properties if the

source’s time dependence is much faster than VLF.

The time dependence of Hr, He, and E@ are

shown In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

2 I I

I -

Iir O

.

.

.,~
o 1 2 3

T

Fig. 2. plot of ~-512e-1/Twhere T ~ t/t-. This
gives the time dependenceof Hr tinder-
ground. For units, see text.

Fig. 3. Plot of -T-5/2(1-T-l)e
-lIT

where T = t/t_.
This gives the time dependence of He und&r-
ground. For units, see the text.

‘4

Fig. 4. Plot of T_7/2(1-0.4~’)~1/T where ? = tlt .
This gives the time dependence of E. under:
ground. For units, see the text. y

In these figures, time is expressed in units of tr.

The units of Hr and He are 16mqc/(r5&) multiplied

by cosElfor Hr and sine for H .
e

For E , the units
‘$

are 80 mq2c sine/(r6~r). Thus, the electric field

is smaller than the magnetic field by a factor of

5



about 5q/r for r >> q. These figures give the time

dependence of the underground signal for any r that

is large compared to q in terms of the value of t=

appropriate to that r. Note, however, that tr ia

proportional to the ground conductivity,which may

differ by as much aa an order of magnitude from the

value assumed here.

Tatros has observed the EMP produced at the

ground surface near ground zero by an underground

nuclear explosion,using magnetometersand 300-ft-

radiua, horizontal, loop antennas. His lnatrumen-

tation wsa intended for frequenciesLn the ELF to

dc range; however, the largest amplitude part of the

signal he observed waa an initial pulse with a width

that appaera to be in the millisecond range. Since

thi.a=peri.mentwaa intended to meaaure aignsla of

longer time duration, the details of the recorded

pulse cannot be very well determinedbecause of the

slow aweep speed. Moreover, because of the sansora

used it probably did not give a good repreaentation

of the actual signal, particularlyfor the magnetom-

eters. However, this pulse does seem to have the

time dependence of the signals calculatedhere. Its

amplitudewas recorded as ~ 50 gammas (y). This

initial pulse was followed by a more slowly varying

signal of smaller amplitude. Possibly this slowly

varying aignsl ia partly due to the slowly varying

tails of the calculated signala in Figs. 2 and 3.

Since the time dependence of the recorded

pulses waa outaide the intended frequencyresponse

of the instrumentation,it is probably reasonable

to regard 50 y aa a lower limit to the amplitude of

the observed signal. With this asaumptlon, (Eqs.

(14) - (16) can be usad to extrapolatethe signal

back to the region near the burst point. Both Hr

and He are functions of tha form (l/rs)F(t/tr).

The signal was observed at a distance r = h = 1000q

from the burst point. If the aignel was SO y with

millisecond the dependence at r = h, then at

r = h/10 = 100q it would be 50 G with time depen-

dence in the 10 psec range. The peak energy density

in the magnetic field would be about 100 ergs/ems

at this distance. If this energy denai.tyoccupied

a volume equivalent to that of a aphere of 30 m
13

radiua, the total energy would be N 10 ergs. For

comparison, 1 kt of TNT is equivalent to 4.2 x 1019

ergs. Since the peak electric field is w 5q/r tfmea

the peak magnetic field, this implies that at

r = h/10 = 100q the elactric field E e He/20 e 2.S
+

statvolt/cm= 7.5 x 104 V/m, and if the conductivity

ia still 10-2 mho/m this close to the burst point

the peak current density would be 750 A/mz. Aa

notad above, these valuea probably represent lower

limits to the field strengths and current densities

consistentwith the signal observed at the ground

surface. This gives an indicationof the nature of

the source that would be required to explain the

observed aignsl.

In Fig. 5 the field lines of H, which lie in

planes of constant ~, are plotted. Alao, in this

figure the values in the equatorialplane of EA in

unita of 80mq2c/(& (4qct)3)and

16mqc/(fi(4qct) 5’2) are plotted

the burst point. The distancea x

ed in units of

He in unita if

vs distance from

and z are acpreas-

(18)

Fis. 5.

x

The magnetic lines of force in the under-
ground region. These lines of force (shown
as solid lines) lie in a plane of constant
@ which in this figure i.ataken to be the
x-z plana. The field haa axial symmetry
about the polar, or z, axis. Also shown
are the vaiuea of E and Ho in the equato-
rial or x-y plane. +The scale
tical axis gives the value of
of Ed and He. For units, see

on the ver-
z as well aa
the text.

.

●

✘
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For t = 10
-6 -4see, a = 20 m and for t = 10 sec

a = 200 m. Thue, the electromagneticfield requires

m 10-4 sec to diffuse from the burst point to the

ground surface. This time delay can also be seen

in Figs. 2 - 4.

Figure 5 shows that the electric current den-

sity in the ground, UE , flows in a ring about the
4

z axie. This ring atpands like a smoke ring and

carries its associatedmagnetic field with it. Be-

cause of the high electricalconductivityof the

medium, the electric field necessary to drive the

current is small compared to the magnetic field.

It was shown above that E
$

is m 5q/r times 11~,so

the disturbancebecomes largely a magnetic phenome-

non at a distance of a few hundred meters from the

source. Both ~ and ~ are solenoidalvectors, so

there ia no electric charge distributionassociated

with the disturbance,as must surely be the case

for times later than a few microsecondswithin such

a highly conductingmedium. A more general under-

ground EMF could consist of a sum of solutions of

this type, each with its source occurringwithin a

time span of a few microsecondsand within a volume

of dimensions several meters or less. However, far

from the sources, such a sum of solutionswould look

aPPrOxtiatelylike a single solution of the above

type with ~ representingthe vector sum of all of

the source dipoles if this sum did not vanish.

Thus, it is reasonable to believe that the above

solution represents a qualitativelycorrect picture

of the underground EMF. The importantassumptions

on which it is based are that the medium’s conduc-

tivity is so high that the current must be mainly

solenoidaland that the magnetic-dipolepart of the

source is more important than higher order multi-

ples.

Since the magnetic dipole in the source is

not necessarilyvertical, the ring current associ-

ated with the smitted field will intersect the

ground surface,which it cannot flow through, and

thereforebe perturbed in some complicatedway.

This will in turn perturb the signal produced at the

ground surface and consequentlyfurther complicate

the interpretationof measured field strengths in

terms of the source strength or orientation. Clear-

ly, the only way to obtain quantitativeresults is

to include the effect of the ground surface in the

calculationof the electric and magnetic fields.

III. SURFACE EFFECTS AND THE RADIATED SIGNAL

To satisfy the boundary conditions at the

ground surface, one must add to the Hertz vector ho

calculatedabove a vector that is a solution to the

homogeneousform of Eq. (6). Each component of this

vector is of the form

(19)

where Fu(~) satisfies

(V2 +r2)FJ:) = o . (20)

Below the ground surface, r2 is as defined in Eq. (8)

except that E is taken to be zero, as already dis-

cussed, while above ground r = u/c. Thus, with the

ground surface at z = h

I

f122fc2 for z>h
rz - .

ilJ/qc forz<h

The function Fu(~) can be expressed as a sum of

functions of the form (for example, see Sommerfeldl)

‘inofu(z) ,u(n,a,w) = Jn(ap)e (21)

where p, $, and z are cylindrical coordinates with

the z axis directed vertically upward, and a and n

are real constants. The parameter n must be an

integer for this function to be single-valued.

Jn(ap) is a Beaael function of the first kind and

is therefore finite at p = O, The function fu(z)

eatiafies

(d2~+1’’2-a2 ) fu(z) = o . (22)

In the underground region fu(z) is thus a

linear combinationof functions of the form e*iyz

where

Y“ df.dqc-a2 . (23)

The sign of the square root is to be chosen such

that the real part of y has the same sign as u and

the imaginary part ia positive for either stgn of

u when both u and a are real.



Above ground, f(z) is of the form

ei~z
s

where

~ = JU2/C2 -az . (24)

Above ground, only the upward-propagatingwave is

present becauae the source of radiation is under-

ground. The particular linear combinationof upward

and downward waves to be used underground is to be

determinedby the boundary condition that Z must

satisfy at the surface.

It is also necessary to express the solution of

the inhomogeneousequationfioas a sum of products

of Bessel functions and upward- or downward-propaga-

ting waves. This can be done by using the relation

eirr

f

eiylzj
—.
r i ‘ada JO(ap) ~ ,

0
(25)

which may be derived, for example, by the method

used by Sommerfeld (Ref. 1, pg. 242). The right-

hand side of this equation is equivalent to a sum

of functions of the form given in Eq. (21) with

n = 0. Aa expected, this function containa only

upward-propagatingwavea above the source and down-

ward-propagatingwaves below it. With this result,

fi~,given byEq. (12), can be written in the region

above the eource, which ia still taken to be at the

origin of the coordinate system, and below the

ground surface, taken to be the plane

fio=~~md~-tit Jm~daJo(uP)~
-m o

The boundary conditionson S are

from those

tangential

at z = h.

First

vertically

Then$ haa

that ~ and fimust satisfy;

components of % and ~ must

consider the caae in which

upward, i.e., hae only a z

Z = h, aS

. (26)

determined

i.e., the

be continuous

+
m ia directed

component.

only a z component, and from Eqs. (3) -

(5) the componentsof%are

la%
Ex---—

c at 3Y ‘

la%
Ey=+:~ax ,

(27a)

(27b)

(27c)EZ-O ,

and those of ~ are

a anz
——

‘X=axaz s (28a)

a anz
——

‘Y=ayaz ‘ (28b)

Hz=-
(
a2 az

)
~+-rlz .

ay (28c)

The continuity of the tangential components of

E and H tipliea that both IIzand aHz/az are contin-

uous at z = h for this case. Since IIzis continuous,

it follows that Hz ia also continuous. For a verti-

cal magnetic dipole, the electric field has no ver-

tical component.

Now consider the case of a horizontal magnetic

dipole in the x direction. Such a source will pro-

duce afivector with anx component; however, the

boundary conditionsat z = h cannot be satisfied un-

less fialso has a vertical component IIz. This iS

the same situation that Sommerfeldlfound for the

case of a horizontal electric or msgnetic dipole

above an arbitrary earth. If fihas x and z compo-

nents, then from Eqs. (3) - (5) the component of t

are

E=+la~ -—
z c at ay ‘

and those of fiare

(
Hx=&-V*fi - s a2 4TTUa

)73P+P--Tt~x

a anz a2 az.——-
ax az (m )+~~x >

Hy=~V*~ s

Hz=~V*$-
( )
LL+*.l_n
C2 at2

C2 at z

.&L%_ &L+z_~
az ax ( axz

)
ay2 z “

(29a)

(29b)

(29c)

(30a)

(30b)

(30C) w
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The tangentialcomponentsof % and & are con-

tinuous at z = h if each of the followingquantities

is continuous there

Note that this implies that Ez is not continuousat

z = h. The quantity that is continuous there is

(

E a2 +4Tua E =~~c aEz+oE.—
=2 atz

)C2 at z (C2 at 47Tat )z.

The quantity in parenthesison the right-hand aide

is just the sum of the displacementcurrent plus the

conduction current. From Eq. (2) it follows that

the divergence of this quantity is zero. Therefore,

its normal componentmust be continuousacross any

surface. This is the reason for the complicated

boundary conditions that fimust satisfy when % is

not vertical and there is thereforea vertical elec-

tric-fieldcomponent. Since Ix is not continuous

at z = h, the divergence of h cannot be continuous

unless fihas a z component such that thediscontin-

uity in aIIz/azcancels that in Nix/ax. Below

ground the displacementcurrent is negligible com-

pared to the conduction current, but above ground

the conduction current is zero. Therefore, any

vertical conduction current below ground must con-

nect nearly continuouslyto a vertical displacement

current above ground. Thus, if the frequencyu is

small compared to 4rvs/E,then the smplitude of the

vertical electric field just above the surface is

larger than that just below the surface by the fac-

tor 47Tcf/mh

Actually, this mathematicaldiscontinuityis

spread through a layer of the earth =tending from

the surface to a depth of at least several meters

because of conduct~vityvariationswith depth near

the surface. In this region, the vertical electric

field (and possibly also the horizontal field) may

be expected to vary rapidly with depth and with

local variations in the earth conductivity.

Probably the actual source % of the observed

undergroundEMP has both horizontaland vertical

components. Because the boundary conditionson

differ for these two components,it is necessary to

consider the cases of horizontal~ and vertical ~

separately. Most of the discussionwill be devoted

to the case of a horizontal~ because it is the

most complicated. Also, it turns out that far from

the source the signal due to a horizontal ~ is much

larger than that due to a vertical % of the same

magnitude.

For a source ~ in the x direction, the x compo-

nent of fiabove ground is of the form

IIx=~~@dua-iut~’’’ada JO(ap)
-00 0

x be
iL3(z-h)

eiyh

Y
z>h , (31)

whereas above the source but below the ground sur-

face,

iy(z-h)+ ae-iy(z-h) ~ ~
ex eY

Y
O<z<h , (32)

where a and b are constants that depend on a and u.

From the above discussion it Is clear that thie Ix

is a solution of the homogeneous form of Eq. (6)

both above and below ground for z > 0. If a IS zero,

thenIIx for O < z < h reduces to II.as =pressed in

Eq. (26). Utierground, the part of ITxproportional

to a represents a wave reflected downward from the

surface, whereas shove ground IIxcontains only an

upward wave that is transmitted through the surface.
iyh (which, like a and b, depend ‘n aThe factors e

and u) were inserted only to simplify the expressions

for a and b.

From the boundary conditions found above for

IIx, it is easily shown that a and b eatisfy

8b -y(l-a) ,

and

& = 41TiU(l+a) , (33)

(Jwhere again in the underground region E ~ is ne-
41rilJwglected compared to ~ . From these equations it

follows that

8+i:qy
a=-

$-ifqy ‘

b=
2y

9
!3- i:qy

which completes the determinationof IIx.

(34)
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The determinationof IIzdepends

nuity of V*fiwhich involves ZNIx/ax.

independentof ~, it follows that

on the conti-

Since IIxis

> (35)

and, since aJo(c@/ap = - aJ1(ap), the above expres-

sions for IIxcan be differentiatedwith respect to

x to obtain

an

J

ill) “dm-ifot
5 =-K -a J

‘ada Jl(ap) COSI$
o

eM(z-h) e@

x ab
Y

z>h , (36)

anx ~ =
—.-—
ax 1271 ~

due-tit
J
~-cidaJl(ap) com$

eiy(z-h) + ae -iy(z-h) eiyh

x u CKz<h . (37)
Y

From these equations it follows that Ifzmust

contain Jl(ap) COS$ rather than Jta(ap). AIso, be-

cause the source of IIzis the electric current in-

duced in the surface of the ground, Hz must contain

only an upward-propagatingwave for z > h and a

downward propagatingwave for z c h. Thus, IIzcan

be written as

U3(z-h) eiyh

X b’e
Y

z>h , (38)

J
m

II =* Jdue-fit omada J~(ap)cos$
z

~f~(z-h) eiyh
xb’e y z<h . (39)

Here the same constant b’ has been used both above

and below the surface because of the boundary con-

dition that ~z be continuousat z = h. The require-

ment that NTx/ax + NIz/az be continuousat z = h

implies that

ab + i~b’ = - C@+a) - iyb’ ,

or

[b’-* b- ‘l+a)1 . (40).

In all of ths integrala that give expressions

for components of $ near or above the ground surface,

the factor eiyh occurs in the integrand. The main

contributionto the integrals comes from those valuea

of a and u for which this factor is N 1. Equation

(23) shows that if az is small enough to be neglecL-

ed, the imaginary part of y isdm; for larger

values of az the imaginary part of y becomes larger.

Thus, the frequenciesthat contribute significantly

are those for which

h~W”=~d:&@l . (41)

Since h/q = 103, the important frequenciesare those

for which

]Loq/c@o-6 . (42)

The relative importanceof the terms ~ and

i(w/c)qy in the expressionsfor a and b can now be

-amined. If U2 << ]u/(qc)],then Iqyl = ]~~~]

L 10‘3 for frequenciesthat satisfy inequality (42),

and acept for a very small part of the range of u

about the point where 13= O, i.e., where U = w/c#

the term i(u/c)qy ia negligible compared to ~. sup-

pose, on the other hand, that a22 [~/(qc)l. Then

,
1

U2 > 21C2

h

> 106 ld2/c2— ldqfc –

for frequencies that satisfy inequality (42). In

this case, from Eqs. (23) and (24) it follows that

Iyl =a and ]61 =a, soagainli31 >> ]i(u/c)qYl.

The only part of the range of a where the term

i(u/c)qy is not negligibly small compared to 13is

near a = UIC, and then

where again

Isl’l@{_l ,

l+qYl” 1:+=1 s10-313 ,

inequality (42) is assumed to be satis-

fied, and use is made of the fact just established

that M u = U/C, then a2 << w/qc, ao qy = d=

The range of a over which IBI is not much larger

than 1: qy] is thus

Illllc- al ~ 10-61 u/cl

.

,
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if inequality (42) is aatiafied. This range is too

small to be significant,and in the expressionsfor

a and b/y it is good approximationto set q = O.

This givea

a= -1 ,

(43)

bly= 21$ ,

which gives for IIxabove and below the surface

w

Ix =-# / due-tit
I~mada Jo(ctp)

.

IIx-

x

The fact

i$(z-h)
e

x eiyh
B

J
im -=due-iut
% -= Jo-ada
eiyz - e-iy(z-zh)

Y

z>h ,

Jo(up)

O<z<h .

(44)

(45)

that the integrand of Eq. (44) is infinite

at a = ~ causes no difficultybecauae the integral

itself is well behaved there.

If the above approximatevalues of a and bly

are substituted into Eq. (40) for b’, the result is

b, -2~Y
B(&Y) ‘

and if also the relation 3JO(ap)/3x= - aJl(ap) coa$

is used, it is easy to ahow from Eqs. (38) and (39)

that in this approximation

anz a ~ m
—.——
az 1ax7ra

dti-iut
J
Oaada Jo(up)

-iy(z-h)~ eiyhe
x

!3 @+-f
z<h . (47)

From Eqs. (44) - (47) it is easy to see that

311x/3z,~z, and VOfiare all continuous at z = h in

this approximationand therefore satiafy their

respectiveboundary conditions. (11=is obtained

from Eqs. (46) and (47) by simply dividing the inte-

grand by i~ and -iy, respectively). The discontinu-

ity in IIxat z = h is such that \ jumPs from zero

just beneath the surface to a finite value just above

it; thus, these =pressions for ~ and IIzsatisfy

boundary conditions correspondingto infinite earth

conductivity. The actual earth conductivity is so

high that these boundary conditions are a good ap-

proximation,as can be seen from the above diacusaion

of the relative importance of the terms ~ and

i(u/c)qy in a and b.

Below the surface, IIxgiven by Eq. (45) is the

sum of the field of a magnetic-dipole in the x di-

rection located at the origin plus the field of its

image in the minus-x direction located at a height

2h above the origin. For this source configuration,

both the vertical electric field and the horizontal

magnetic field approach zero as z approaches h from

below. The other field components are doubled as z

approachesh from below. This can be seen, for ex-

ample, by calculating the contributions to the field

componentsdue to IIxalone using Eqs. (29) and (30).

However, since IIzis not zero, this image picture

does not correctly represent the underground electric

and magnetic fields. In particular, it is easy to

see that the contributionsof ~z to Hx and Hy do not

in general vanish just below the surface.

Because both ~ and ~ have horizontal components

at z = h, the energy flux through the ground surface,

givenby ~~ x ~, can differ from zero. If the

electric field has a vertical component above ground,

there must be a vertical displacement current there,

which, as was pointed out above, must connect almost

continuouslyto a vertical conduction current under-

ground. If the underground conductivity is large,

a significantvertical current can exist there even

if the undergroundvertical electric field ia small.

This vertical current is the source of a horizontal

magnetic field, which must be present if there is

an upward energy flux through the surface. The

undergroundvertical current leads to a charge dis-

tributionon the ground surface, which is the source

of the vertical electric field above ground.

The infinite ground conductivity approximation

has been made only in the calculation of a and b.

The integrals of Eqa. (44) and (46) still depend on

11



the conductivitythrough the function y. In partic-

ular, it was shown that the factor eiyh limits the

frequenciesthat contribute significantlyto the

integrals to low values. This factor would also

tend to cut off the a integrala for large a if they

were not cut off sooner for other reasona. It was

shown above that the dependence of y on a is negli-

gible unless a is much greater than lfJ/c],and if

this is so, $ = ia, and the a integralawill be cut
i~(z-h) than by eiyh ifoff sooner by the factors e

z- h Is much greater than h. Suppose, on the other

hand, that z - h a O but p ia much larger than h.

Then when a ia large compared to lu/cl, so that

13= ia, and up is large compared to 1, so that Jo(up)

approaches its asymptotic form,

Q#@.el= -.~c0s(aO~f4)

-

which oscillates rapidly as a function of a with

slowly decreasing amplitude. If p is much greater

than h, this function always varies more rapidly

with a than does eiyh. The larger p is, the more

completely the contributionsto the integrals in

Eqa. (44) and (46) from altema~e half-cycles can-

cel each other, ao again the a integral will cut off

before a becomes large enough to contribute signif-

icantly to y.

It is useful to define a distance r’ from the

point on the ground surface just above the source

to the point whera the field is evaluated;

r’ = ~(z-h)z + p’ , (48)

where it is to be understood that z - h is never

leas than zero. Then if r’ >> h, the a dependence

of y can be ignored in Eqa. (44) and (46). In these

equations,

y.m”~d=, (49)

and from Eq. (42) it follows that for the important

part of the range ofaandu, ]y]ZIO$lu/c]. Also,

since ]y] >> Ial for the important part of the range

of a and u, it follows that

IYI= 151.

Equationa (44) and (46) show that the equations

for ~x and IIzabove ground differ only in that the

12 equation containa a derivativewith respect to x

and the factor i/(&y) In the integrand. Because the

x derivative ia proportional to a, the IIzintegrand

fa smaller in absolute value by roughly the factor

la/(&y)],whichism uchlessthanl. Thus, above

ground for r’ >> h, Itzia negligible compared to IIx.

In this connection, it is intereating to com-

pare the case in which ~ is in the z direction, rath-

er than in the x direction. Then fihas only a z com-

ponent, which is given by expressions of the same

form aa the right-hand sides of Eqs. (31) and (32).

However, in this case the boundary conditions on IIz

imply that

b=l+a,

13b-y(l-a) ,

or

b 2..—
Y y+8 “

Comparing these equations with Eq. (43) shows

that because Iyl >> 1~1, IIzdue to a vertical source

is very small compared to IIxdua to a similar hori-

zontal source for rt >> h.

In summary, the factor eiyh in the integrands

of the equations for the Hertz vector in the above-

-groundregion limits the contributingfrequencies

to low values. In particular,

lent to the condition

The structure of the integrals

of S above ground far from the

most of the contributioncomes

u such that

Eq. (41) is equiva-

giving the components

source is such that

from valuea of a and

12



Because h/q = 103, a and 13are negligibly small com-

pared to y and (u/c)qy ia negligibly small compared

to a and $ for the important part of the range of a

and U.

This makes it possible to uae convenientap-

proximationsfor the quantitiesbeiyh and b’eiyh

that occur in these integralswhen they are evalu-

ated to give the remote above-groundsignal. These

aPProx~atiOns are equivalent to taking the limit

zero q, zero h with qfhz held constant. In this

limit, for z greater than h the Hertz vector has

only a horizontal componentwhose source ia the

horizontal component of ~. This is because of the

different boundary conditions that IIxand IIzsatisfy,

which, in turn, is due to the fact that only the

horizontal component of the source dipole produces

a vertical electric field, which must be much larger

just above than just below the ground surface. Con-

sequently,IIx,which gives the vertical electric

field, must be much larger just above than just below

the surface, whereas IIz is continuous there. The

radiated signal for r’ much greater than h can there-

fore be obtained from Eqa. (29) and (30) withIIz set

equal to zero. However, in the underground region

IIzis not negligible.

To calculate the signal produced at a distance

from the source, it remains only to evaluate the in-

tegral in Eq. (44). Becauae the dependence of y on

a is not important, the factor e
iyh

can be removed

from under the integral sign of the a integral.

Then this equation becomes

If,

is

J
w if3(z-h)

x ada Jo(up) e ~ z>h . (50)
o

The a integral can be evaluated from Eq. (25).

in Eq. (25), r is set equal to fJ3/c,then y, which

r2-a2, becomes ~. This leads to

ei(u/c)rt ic(z-h)
.

~ i~mada Jo(up) e ~ , (51)

where r’ is defined in Eq. (48). If a retarded time

r’
T=t-~ (52)

is now introduced,Eq.

The w integral in

(50) can be written as

this equation is the same as

that in Eq. (12), which has already been evaluated.

Thus, the result for IIxabove the ground surface and

a distance at least several times h from ground zero

is

IIx=$(4mqcm) (4mqcT)-3/2e_h2/(4qc’)

where

(54) -

(55)

Here the characteristictime th = h2/4qc iS a

constant, rather than increasingwith rz as it does

underground. Also IIxabove ground depends on the

retarded time T; it is a hemisphericalwave centered

on the surface just above the source. It propagates

radially with velocity c while its amplitude decreases

as 1/2-’.

The vertical electric field is given by

where 0 and @ are the spherical-coordinateangles of

r’ in a coordinate system with ita origin on the

surface directly above the source; 13ia meaaured

from the vertical, and ~ is meaaured from the direc-

tion of ;. From the above expression for Ix, the

vertical electric field is

Ez=-
16mqc

()
8$ sin8 sin~

W r’h”

(

h2 a

)

(56)

x + a2
~T

-3/2 e-l/T—.
4qr’ aT .

If h = 300 m, then ~ = h2/4qc = 0.25 x 10-3

sec and ct
h
= 75 km. When r’ ia small compared to

Cth’
the first term in the above expression ia dom-

inant. This is the induction term; the inductfon

zone extenda w 75 km from the source. Within the

induction zone, the time dependence of the radiated

13



signal depends on distance from the source. This is

shown in Figs. 6 and 7 which give the time depen-

dence of the signal at r’ = 0.2 cth and r’ = 1.6 cth,

respectively. The quantity plotted there ia

hz a az
S(T) E ~qrt 3T

T-312 -IIT——
+~ e .

;

S(T)

.

-:

T

Fi.s.6. Time dependence of E at a distance r’ =
0.2 Ct .

!
The time v~riable ia T = T/\.

For un ts, aee the text.

:

S(T)

- ! I I I

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
T

Fig. 7. Time dependence of
1.6 ct . The time

!/For un ts, aee the

E_ at a distance r’ =
v~riable is T = T/t .h
text.

If Tatro’s measurements, in conjunctionwith Fig. 2

or 3, are interpretedto mean that

@S&.5~ = 15 V/m ,
V% hs

(57)

-6and 8q2/h2 = 8 x 10 , this gives for E=, from Eq.

(56),

Ez=- (120 PV/m)~ sinfJsim$ S(T) .

As indicated, this should probably be interpreted

as a lower limit to the expected signal. It was

shown that a signal of this amplitude extrapolated

back to the time when the peak magnetic field was

only 30 m from the underground source contained an
13

energy of % 10 erga, which is less than 10‘6 kt.

Note the dependence of the calculated signal on

the asaumed value of the conductivity. -3Ifais10 ,

instead of 10
-2

mhoim, q is incressed by a factor of

10, and the characteristictime and the length of

the induction zone are each reduced by a factor of

10. If Eq. (57) is still aaaumed to hold, the

source amplitude ~ is reduced by a factor of 10,

and Ez, given by Eq. (56), is increased by a factor

of 100 for rt >> c
%“

CONCLUSION

According to “The Effects of Nuclear Weapons,”
4

p. 67, an undergroundnuclear explosion expanda the

chamber containing the burst point to a radius of a

few tena of meters in a time of a few hundredtha of

a second. During the explosion and the initial part

of the expanaion, an EMF may be produced which will

propagate through the ground faster than the expan-

sion of the chamber.

An electromagneticfield in the earth causes

an electric current, which ia itself a source of an

electromagneticfield. Thus, shortly after the det-

onation of a bomb underground, the resulting electro-

~8netfc fi~d will be contained in a 20- to 30~-

radius sphere in the surrounding earth, and the in-

duced currents in that sphere may be regarded aa

the source of the subsequent EMF. Equation (18)

showed that the field is contained within a radius
-6of % 20 m after about 10 see, whereaa for reason-

able values of the electrical conductivityand di-

electric constant of the earth, the decay time of

an electric charge distribution,E/(4nu), is less

.

.
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than 10
-7

sec. It therefore seems reasonable to

take the source of the undergroundEMP to be a sole- (
noidal current distributioncontained in a sphere of

m 20- to 30-m radius with a time duration in the

psec range. The simplest such source is a magnetic

dipole. The events that occur between the initia-

tion of the explosion and the time when the electro-

magnetic field has espanded to occupy a sphere of

this size undoubtedly involve production of electric

charge distributionsand, therefore,nonsolenoidal

current densities, but if the charge distributions

decay, the current density must become aolenoidal.

Also, higher order multiples are probably produced,

but they can be representedby sums of magnetic di-

poles. Because of the diffusion-likepropagationof

electromagneticfields in a conductingmedium, an

electromagneticpulse will be spread in time after

propagating some distance underground. Consequently,

the details of the space and time dependence of its

source will be lost. Therefore, it is appropriate

to investigate the EMP produced by an underground

point dipole with delta function time dependence.

The undergroundmagnetic-dipoleproblem was

solved in the time domain. The nature of the under-

ground signal during the time before the pulse ar-

rives at the ground surface was determined. This

signal consists of a magnetic field diffusing through

the conducting earth, with a much smaller associated

electric field. The electric field cauaes a current

to flow in the earth, which results in Joule heating

with a consequent loss of energy from the electro-

magnetic disturbance. If the source haa delta func-

tion time dependence, the signal after propagating

300 m, is a pulse ~ 10
-4

sec wide.

The effect of the ground surface was also con-

sidered. A careful examination of the consequences

of the boundary conditions at this surface indicates

that the signal due to a horizontal magnetic dipole

is much more strongly transmitted through the surface

than is that due to a vertical magnetic dipole. The

physical reason for this phenomenon is examined in

detail. The signal produced by a horizontal magnetic

dipole and transmittedthrough the ground surface to

remote points in the atmosphere is calculated. It

was shown that if the electromagneticenergy in the

disturbanceat a time when it is contained in a 30-m-
-6

radius sphere is equivalent to ~ 10 kt, the EMP

should be observable above ground out to a few kilom-

eters from ground zero.’ The time dependence of the

remote, above-groundsignal depends on the depth of

the burst below the surface. For a 300-m depth the

signal ie a pulse in the 0.1 msec range.
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